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Ust of Figures
Figure 1-1: Scan to CAD System takes the original document and produces I

Information for a CAD system, or, perhaps, directly for the
photoplotter.

Figure 1-2: The VVS System from Visual Understanding Systems, Inc. 2 •
Figure 2-1: Scan to CAD constructs a physical model of the scanned input In 3

order to convey Information acceptable to CAD.
Figure 2-2: Problem of "vectorization" from a scanned Image of hand-taped 3

artwork
Figure 2-3: Automatic vectorization involves a planning component which 4

maintains consistency and seeks completeness In the physical
model of teoriginal artwork.

Figure 4-1: The use of an aperture model Is Illustrated with these templates 6
which match lines at various orientations and flashes.

Figure 4-2: Vectorlzing thins an original Image Into a one-pixel thick Ilnework. 8
This Ilnework Is represented as a set of straight line (or higher-
order polynomial) segments.

Figure 4-3: Schemas for planning the Interpretation of vectorizing. Each entry a
will signal different planning behavior which Is guaranteed to be
consistent or properly directed toward conflict resolution.

Figure 4-4: Unedited results from automatic vectorlzatlon, showing the orginal 9
and the check-plot resulL The check-plot enables one to see the
actual draws and flashes as they are used. Also note that the line- 4:.
widths are all the same, the display device corrupts the diagonal
lines and make them appear smaller.

Figure 7-1: Possible relationships between the time to clean-up the 10 ..

vectorization results and the number of discrete types of entities
which the system "automatically recognizes" . ;.

Figure 7-2: The VVS System, researched at our laboratory, incorporates review 11 J, ,..
tools such as a notepad which allows the draftsman with one
keystroke to Indicate a subregion of the photopiot has been
checked or not. The layout Is scaled to the area shown above and
the boxes represent "screenfuls" at a given display scale. If there
Is an "X" through the box, the draftsman has checked that area of
the layout as being OK. If not, the draftsman has a record of what .
part of the layout he needs to consider further. Note that this
editor feature also allows the draftsman to be guaranteed to cover .

the entire photoplot at any desired display scaling.
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A betract

A number of attempts have been made to scan printed wiring artwork, or drawings of circuit layoutiL

for automnatic entry Into computer aided design systems. Several commnercial machines are available

which accomplish form of artwork vectorization. The Inspection Laboratory, under the sponsorship

of Visual Uniderstanding Systems, Inc., has worked on the problem of vectorization. Most recently t

work is based on a small, relatively Inexpensive, vectorizatlon system compoeed of an IBM/XT,

custom electronica hardware, and 300 DPI scanner. This report will summarize our fWnings to date

and indicate the capability of current "vectonzxatlon" technology.
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1. Introduction
A number of attem ts have been made to scan printed wing a work, or drawings of circuit layouts, for

automatic entry into computer aided design systems. This would permit the large body of hand-taped
work and photoplot atwork to be readily integrated into modem CAD/CAE control systems. An added
benefit would be ta artwork could slmply be drawn with a sr ighledge on paper and then automatically
scanned for potoplat. The scanning tecni~lue is generaly referred to as aft"ok vecloraon because
a rastertzed camera inage must be transformed Into a series of photopiotter point-to-point draws and
single point flashes of different shapes or apertures. . -

Scanner
W
SCAD > Output Device

ime

Input Device CAD System

Photoplotter

Figure 1-1: Scan to CAD System takes the original document and
produces information for a CAD system, or, perhaps, directly

for the photoplotter.

Several commercial machines are available which accomplish forms of artwork vectorization. For
example, Scitex has one machine which will scan and reproduce, but not reverse engineer for CAD.
Visual Understanding Systems, Optrotech, and Scitex (in added software) claim to reverse engineer. But
the fact is that research is continuing to find ways to increase the automatization and reduce the amount
of post-vectorization editing. Research is also welcome on discovering man-machine efficiencies in

editing itself.

The Inspection Laboratory, under the sponsorship of Visual Understanding Systems, Inc., has worked
on the problem of vectorizaton. Most recently this work is based on the small, relatively inexpensive,
vectorization system composed of an IBM/XT, custom electronics hardware, and 300 DPI scanner, shown
In Figure 1-2. This report will summarize our findings to date and indicate the capability of current
"vectorization" technology.
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Figure 1-2: TheWVS System from Visual Understanding Systems, Inc.

2. The Model Drvan Model
The theory of operation which I propose for the "reverse engineerng" process derives from early work

In Artificial Intellgence called "exlectaon-based reasoning" (Srldharan and Schmidt, 1978; Thibadeau,
1986) and later In vision and robotics called "model-driven" (O'Gorman & Sanderson, 1984) and
"composfte modler processing (Crowley, 1964). Most fundamentally, "reverse engineerIng" is not seen as
a process of piecing together Information from the scanner, but of constructing a model of what the
original drawing or artwork Intended. As suggested by Figure 2-1, this model is a physical representation
of a photoplotting.

The model may not exactly correspond to what the scanner "sees". In fact, there are many reasons,
not the least of which is physical deterioration and imperfection, to avoid representing exactly what the
physical artwork or drawing looks Ike. An ilustration of some of the problems for hand-taped artwork is
shown In Figure 2-2.

The model-driven Image processing method breaks down the reverse engineering task as:
1. scanning,

2. the recovery of phys cal features of the scanned material,

3. the reconstruction of the physical layout from the features and the model constraints,

4. the manual editing process to finely adjust the reverse engineering to be as correct as
necessary.

It Is Important to realize that (1), (2), and (3) can be automatic, or nearly automatic processes, and that
the overall performance of the system can be judged by the amount of manual editing, (4), ultimately
required to get the artwork or drawing Into a format suitable for the photoplotter.

Figure 2-3 shows the typical construction of the automatic processes In greater detail than Figure 2-1.
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PhscalModel

* v

Image Dota
7D Proc.edJres....> Results

User Date

Figure 2-1: Scan to CAD constructs a physical model of the scanned
Iut In order to convey information acceptable to CAD.

Complexity = PhUsical Record. Scanning Error . Intentions

U44 340

Defect (line misses pad) Precise Instructions
Position (not on Grid) to Photoplot
Cuantization (scanner) on Gerber 33
Hand Taped (hole)

Figure 2-2: Problem of "vectorization" from a scanned Image of
hand-taped artwork

The User and Image Data are analysed and generated out of the Query and Feature Extraction systems
under control of a Planning component. Planning applies Consistency and Completeness Constraints to
determine whether the Physical Model Is (a) a "good" photoplot, and (b) a "complete' representation of
the information available from the scanned Image and the User input.
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Figure 2-3: Automatic vectorlzation involves a planning component which
maintains consistency and seeks completeness in the physical model

of the original artwork.

3. Signal Cleanup Models
Model-driven methods can go from extremely simple to extremely complex. A simple method has

essentily no active planning component. it could use a laser drum scanner which will also photopiot. In

this method the Scanner provides a contrinuous signal which is digitized and then thresholded to produce
the desired high contrast, binary, result. A model used to pac the data may assume (a) that the data
derives from a binary Image, and (b) that the edge contours are smooth, or of a low spatial frequency.
This simple model can be uniformly applied to the data 1o produce the result, which is a "cleaned up"

re-written image.

The problem with this method is that it relies on the dimensional integrity and correctness of the original

material. Defects, including dimensional deteriorations and photoplotting defects, are reproduced. A
model can be much richer than simply a model that eliminates uniform noise. However, going hand-in-
hand with the richer model is a richer base of physical Information about the scanned images. In the
simple drum scanner method, the Information about the scanned images was edge Information, nothing
about lines and pads or draws and flashes. Nothing about apertures or alphanumeric characters. There
was simply no such Informaton abstracted for the model because the model did not require It.

4. CAD Models
In our experience, a rich model can always be found by reference to the activity of generating the CAD

version, in this case, phllotoplotting. The Gerber photoplotting method, which continues to dominate this

Industry, Involves the use of a wheel of apertures through which light is flashed to expose the film.
Control of which aperture on the wheel is flashed and where In X and Y the flash is made then determines
the photoplot. There is a mechanical difference between a precise step and flash (a "flash") and the

4------------



faster flashing while in motion (a "draw). Reverse engineering a photoplot is, by this CAD/CAM model
equivalent to identifying the apertures and how they were flashed and drawn over the surface of the film
Since we require a model of this complexity to deal with hand drawn work and hand taped work we will
study this type of model here. It is more inclusive than the signal cleanup models

A purely formal plan for the interpretation of the photoplot can be developed as a search process The
search would apply the universe of apertures and flashes and draws over the candidate artwork in order
to deduce what aperatures and draws are possible in the physical data Then a selection from the
possible apertures and draws would be made by determining joint occurrences such as apertures
available on single wheels. Finally, if there are any other ambiguous possiblities in conflict in the same
physical space. a random selection of the draw and the aperture would occur. A model of the error would
also apply to produce aperture and motion candidates from imperfect data, and to enable reconstruction
of dimensional dependences. Such an approach would solve the reverse engineering problem by brute
force. But, this formal search method is not extremely viable because of the computational complexity of
brute-force matching the universe of apertures and motions. The number of pixel (picture element)
operations on a modest piece of artwork would likely exceed the capacity of any practical computational
architecture.

4.1. Aperture-Bied CAD Model
This search space plan for interpretation can be modified to be more practical This is done by allowing

components of the derivation to be a construction process. So, for example, rather than searching
through the space of all apertures and all motions, we might construct motions and search through
apertures. This is particularly reasonable if we note that most photoplotter motions fall into two
categories: (a) a simple draw or flash that stands largely by itself as a geometric object, and (b) a fill area
in which the draw is a boustephedron path. By taking account of this typical, though by no means
necessary, constraint on photoplotter motion we can reduce the computational load tremendously Now
practical "photoplotter speed" reverse engineering is possible with image processing equipment which
matches pixels at rates of no more than a few scores of billions a second. We have earlier demonstrated
such a device as a large format binary convolution processor (Thibadeau 1984; Berger, 1983, 1985,
Thibadeau, 1985; Thibadeau and Gabrick, 1985).

In that dvice, a few match templates were used which represented apertures The system could
judge which apertures were not differentiable by a simple computation of scan resolution These
apertures were grouped. Each aperture group was applied as either a flash template or a draw template
as seen in Figure 4-1. These would be treated differently in the matching. For example, a draw of a
round aperture would be constrained to match a draw at some orientation, like vertical, 45 degree, or 90
degree. This would simplify the construction process. f a draw occurred along a curve, this would violate
the simple model of straivjht f"',e draws. Circular (or square) aperture templates are then used in a
secondary process to fir:O" the smooth curves.

It can be pointed out that the same large format binary convolver can be used to generate regression
equations of first and second order at all points in an image (see Thibadeau, forthcoming). This more
powerful process, which represents a constructive solution of both aperture and motion, is avoided
because it is at least 42 times slower than the other primary template matching processes Such a speed
difference represents the difference between processing a photoplot in one hour and in forty hours.

• . . . . . . o . . . . . . , .. . . . . . . - -
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Figure 4-1: The use of an aperture model Is glustrated with
these templates which match lines at various orientations

and flashes.

A variant on the aperture search model requires that all apertures used to photoplot the artwork oe
flashed on a test coupon along with an Indication of whether the aperture is used as a flash or draw. This
reduces the search space of possible apertures to those known to be used on the photoplot. This
technique therefore reduces the number of aperture groups and the ambiguity of the apertures in each
group. In fact, given the widespread tendency to photoplot with just four or five apertures, the group size
Is often reduced to one and therefore there Is Dtle or no ambiguity In the reverse engineering.

It Is rather surprising to construct artwork with a test coupon that anticipates the loss of the original
CAD information, but the same techniques used to reverse engineer using the coupon now permit one to
perform an artwork Inspection. Here it is important that the apertures be displayed independently of the
circuits so that the design rule Inspection can be judged with a pre-defined set of apertures. Such
coupons could also lead to design Inspection, as opposed to the ad hoc inspection currently being used in
the printed wiring Industry. Artwork Inspection Is one of the desirable "spin-offs" of artwork vectorization.

4.1.1. Summary of Aperture Model Results
To summarize these observations: The search space model was reduced to a template or aperture

model In order to be practical. The groupings of ambiguous templates were handled In one of two ways,
either by algorithms which drive additional, often ad hoc, feature extraction or by relegating the
disambiguation to the user In the manual clean-up. But the aperture model can successfully drive the
Interpretation of a photoplot. It Is clear that the stronger the model, the easier the Interpretation. Along
with strong model constraints comes a reduction in the fields of use. The aperture models, because they
are aperture based, perform relatively poorly for hand-taped and hand-drawn artwork where apertures are
not used.
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4.2. Vector-Based CAD Models
Another approach broadens the field of use by adopting a more general model. Where before the

physical features were all directly aperture based, we can now approach the matter on draw-baseJ, or
vector-based features. One simple illustration of the difference in the two approaches should serve: In
the case of a line with a neck-down, or narrowing, under the aperture model, the neck-down is interpreted
as a separate draw from the lines to either side of it. However, in the vector-based model we first
recognize the continuity of the circuit, viz., that there is a continuous line that can be drawn through the
line and the neck down. Recognition that this continuous line changes its width is a function of a
separate, line-associated, feature. A vector-based model is closer to the functional model of printed
wiring as a conduit, than is the aperture-based model.

The vector-based approach replaces a series of template matching actions with a "vectorizing" process
of a different sense. There are literally scores of such vectonzing methods which are in use today. They
pair a line thinning algorithm with a line tracking algorithm. The purpose is to reduce the printed wiring
traces to lines which are exactly one pixel wide. Then, line tracking algorithms follow the center lines of
the traces by following the thinned lines. A property of this technique is that, unlike the template matching
techniques, it can be implemented with inexpensive electronics hardware in order to achieve a practical
implementation. The system seen in Figure 1-2 uses this method, and its electronics cost is on the order
of one tenth the cost of the electronics used in the aperture method. The electronics hardware supports
hundreds of millions, rather than scores of billions, of pixel operations a second.

Vectorizing is illustrated in Figure 4-2. The original image wiring is thinned down to lines which are a
single pixel thick. These traces are then tracked and straight line segments (or other polynomials) are
fitted to the traces. The data is therefore transformed from a raster, pixel based, image to a set of
Cartesian-coordinate pairs, or vectors. Much of the remainder of the processing is done on these pairs.
However, both the thinned image and the original image is retained for further checks. For example, the
thinned image is useful in checking for intersections and the original is useful In checking for pads and
line widths.

The vectorizing method, because it constructs apertures, places less burden on the user to manage
the model within an application. We have found this important in broadening the field of use. For
example, the same device can be used for reverse engineering of photopiotted artwork, for converting
hand-taped artwork into CAD format, and even for converting simple line drawings into CAD formatted
printed wiring layouts. A further advantage of the vectorizing system are that pad-to-pad interconnects
(viz., net-lists) are readily available to simple algorithms. Where our laboratory demonstrated the use of
the aperture models in printed wiring inspection, the vectorizing method also lends itself to inspection as
has been demonstrated by Ejiri (1973) and Mandeville (1985).

In order to properly exploit the wider fields of use of the vectorizing methods it is necessary to flexibly
control the planning methods of the model-based interpretation. From studies in Artificial Intelligence we
know that attribute-value, or so-called "schema-based", systems provide the expressive power in simple
to implement mechanisms. An illustration of some schemas for control of the planning component are
shown In Figure 4-3.

An example of the raw, unedited, results of vectorization are shown in check-plot format in Figure 4-4.
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The m~r pietilem wi automatic vedwhasion la. of course, that it is not compaletely automatic. image
htiupuilo pucFines have not been developed which carn correctly account for anythkn tha
somebodRy& places I a phoooplot This Is particularly the mae for huid-taped phoatoplots Furtheminore,

wt age arnd use, ihtoplots become Pcachd got dusty, or hIcu other driotiono wich wil cams
arms 01 veclorisglon whichl caruu i pce be avoided. It isthelremnecessary too ethe results of
in oatic veclorbatlon. A soltilon to the plablem must ioporte a theory of editing. We have
& "enwdseeas me uch thores of edMVn arnd have found tha there are certain dllerences between
eiling aullomsiatly -vecti 1 d output and edt for CADICAE That Isl to say, tre exist a basic,
IMMOnbvfts, theory which exists no matter what methd 01 vectoring is selected

The points of One theory wre (a) the edhor must be, or have access to, a complete CAD/CAE system,
arnd (b) the edhor must have provisli for Review. The need for a complete CADICAE systm is
M I ljsd by the fact tha no metho we have found Is eno-free I any aspect 01 CADJCAE. The

sperure methoad carn 95 make snors I aperture selection (as was Indicated for the case of visually
utt- Im* apertues). arnd the vector methd con stil m@M esr in connectivty (a was pointed out I
sr ftches occur). A prInciple is that twIe s no auwd of w ktoehWtat u~~ can be genedcalfr

Oftaned corectbyfle aurm~llovefer. It Is Iniporlata reallize t principle is not the same as
ihedging that a particular loanur cannot be guaranteed. Often ft Is possible to guarantee particular
lftres with such certainly that a person need neve look at the machine's decision.

llme of EaifSMM ed

Figur 7-1: Possble relationships between te time to clean-up
the vectorizatlon results and the number 01 discrete types of

entitles which the system 'automatically recognizes-

There Is a fairly unpleasant consequence 01 this principle which Is ilustrated in Figure 7-1. There will
be a isndency for a monotonlically Increasing relationship between the number of entity types which are
reonized arnd the amount 0 ldean-up ediling required. Simler. dumber, vectortzation schemes could
requite less clean up because there Is no attempt to recognize the underlying CADICAE entities.
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However, counteracting tts ome In one direction Is the fact that higtw-ord entities can constrain the
frntprtatlon of lower-order ones. If the system recognizes a 14 Pin DIP then 14 pads can be checked
for placement and often at leat as many mes. We do not yet have data available on the circumtances
under which the crve in Figure 7-1 Is monotonically decreasing (the preferred state) or monoticaly
incrnl.

The second point of a generic theory, that the editor must have provision for Review, Is more subtle.
Rarely do modem CADICAE systems include provision for a forced step-through of a layout. The reason
is that as e daftsman is cwnuag Rie photopot he Is toced hooh every Waet of IL Automatic
veclortzing systems, although under control of planning mechanisms which try to assure consistency and
complte, are not foolproof. Since the draftsman does not have a feel for where the difficulties arose
in assigning an Interpretation for the photoplot, he must be led through the photoplot by the editing
system. This assures that his attention wil be focused and that he can try to assure a complete review
for consistency and completeness. An ilustration of one such review mechanism is shown in Figure 7-2.

XX _

CwemI ire" a hm. Nit sM 11" to otlama

Figure 7-2: The WS System, researched at our laboratory, Incorporates
review tools such as a notepad which allows the draftsman with
one keystroke to Indicate a subregion of the photoplot has been

checked or not.
The layout Is scaled to the area shown above and the boxes
represent "screenfuls" at a given display scale. If there is an

"X through the box, the draftsman has checked that area of the
layout as being OK. If not, the draftsman has a record of what

part of the layout he needs to consider further. Note that this editor
feature also allows the draftsman to be guaranteed to cover the entire

photoplot at any desired display scaling.
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8. Concluding Remarks
71-o automatc vectorlzation of &wk is sometimes to considered to be unimpoutant because modem

CAICAE sytm are supposed to replace the need for pepe or acetate transfers of information. The
same logi applied to office automation which was suapposed to eliminate the need for pqwe. Wu, in fact.
the peper companles have thrived. Small engneerin Iperfections in CADICAE systems (like format
kncmPatibily. datase08 basse. MllUNNle in actually drallbg end dgit layuts, you can't carry your
CAD systm home) cause a real need for automat vectorlzatlon which Imust be factored in to the desig
of modern CAD/CAE systems. This has been reognized by several Israel comparnles and is now
beginning to be recognized by U.S. resarchers and vendors. In this pepe, I have trie to outline the
areas for needed applied research into this signiticari: and interest problem area.

'~M.
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